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We’re still here…………………….. 

Our Year 2020-2021 

A very strange year indeed, we closed our doors at the end of 

March along with the rest of the country saying goodbye to our 

long term participants across the Tune Up and Chill Out and 

Breathing Space projects and not knowing when we would be able 

to re-open.   

We managed to keep contact with the older group through social 

media and helped out getting arts resources to lots of members of 

both groups to ensure they were able to continue being creative.  

We also set up our own Minecraft server and continued our D&D 

game online, eventually meeting up for walks when restrictions 

eased. 

In June we received the news that the TUCO project was not to 

be refunded after 6 years running.  This left us not being able to 

cover the expense of the building and possibly having to close.  

Luckily we were saved by Jane at Keighley Art Hub who offered us 

space there and at a huge reduction of our annual costs and we 

moved in July and August with amazing help from our Breathing 

Space group and parents. We’re still sorting  it all out but have 

managed to open to our bubble in October through to December 

with online and one to one support throughout. 

Now based more centrally and with our costs dramatically reduced 

as well as support from the Tudor Trust over the next two years 

we feel in a much stronger position than we have been for a long 

time enabling us to continue to offer support to young people in 

FUNDING & FINANCE 

Despite losing our main funding 

for the TUCO project we have 

been kept going over lockdown 

thanks to the National Lottery 

Emergency Covid Fund and a 

grant from Bradford Council.  

From March we have been very 

generously supported by The Tu-

dor Trust for the next two years  



TRUSTEES 

Anita Gregory 

Flo Toch 

Judith Brooksbank 

Marcus Richardson 

Gareth Bannister 

 

STAFF 

Sam Atkins  

- Admin/funding/Tune Up Chill 

Out & Breathing Space 

Dawn Noutch  

- Tune Up Chill Out  

Oscar Manthorp  

- Breathing Space 

 

OUR AIMS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE UNDER 25 IN KEIGHLEY 

Advancing their education and development by providing and promoting a 

broad range of sustained, participatory, creative arts activities; 

Promoting the arts in particular by the establishment and maintenance 

of a Community Arts and Music Centre; 

Developing their capacity and skills in such a way that they are better 

able to identify, and help meet, their needs and to participate more fully 

in society; and 

Promoting for their benefit the provision of facilities for recreation or 

other leisure time occupation in the interests of social welfare and with 

the object of improving their condition of life. 



Our main group, Breathing Space, have been very involved in set-

ting up the new space as well as keeping busy over lockdown with 

various art projects 

Out with the old  

In with the new 

Room for a slackline and 

band practice (though this 

has moved upstairs so we 

can hear ourselves talk 

Clothes design, instru-

ment making, model 

painting, fabric paint-

ing, just some of the 

activities we were able 

to support whilst we 

were closed 

Walking around our local area 


